Sound Memories

- (630) 971-1800

- VIDEO SCRAPBOOK ORDER

Date_________________
Customer__________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________ City____________________________ Zip ____________
Phones (

)________________________________

(

) ____________________________________

E-mail _________________________________________ How did client hear of us?____________________________

Review date

Date to be completed:

Extra copies to be ordered (show quantity) __

): DVD ___________

VHS __________

Will you be showing this at a party? We can provide complete video projection for small and large groups.
Would you like information in this service? ____________

Total number of pictures_______ Number of sections ______ Number of songs _____ Number of titles
Would you like to include film or videotape footage in to the Video Scrapbook?
Media added: ________________________________________________________________________
Narration (yes/no)?

Will it be done at our studio or brought in on CD? _______________________

Any other material to be added? ________________________________________________________
Program title (free)______________________________________________
Special Instructions (Please use additional paper)

Packaging
Label to read ___________________________________________________________________________
How is Video Scrapbook to be packaged?

Clear plastic DVD case or cardboard VHS box (n/c) ______ plastic Library case ($1) ______
Custom design in library case with text only (add $7) ____
Custom design with up to two pictures ($20 first cover/ $5 each additional) ________________
Set-Up and Consultation
We are very interested in making sure that your Video Scrapbook is produced exactly the way you wish it to
turn out. Therefore, please be sure to read the guide “Organizing your Video Scrapbook”. If you follow
these steps, you can be certain that we will have all the necessary items to complete the Video Scrapbook. In
addition, we are happy to review your items when you bring them in. Please understand that after the first
15 minutes of review, a rate of $25 per 30 minutes will apply for our expertise in assisting you.

Consultation date _____________

Time: _____________________

Basic Package
All pictures dissolve between each other. One free title at opening of video. All pictures are on screen for six
seconds including a one second dissolve between each picture. There is no segmenting or timing of the
pictures to the music. This music will continue and played in full until all pictures are displayed.
$1.50 per picture 1-100 pictures

$1.25 each – next 200 pictures

$1.00 each – rest of pictures

Music options:
1) Free generic music (no choice). You may also provide a music CD that will be played throughout the
scrapbook. Songs will be played in the order on the CD (not rearranged).
2) Select from our song list or provide your own song choices for $15 each. All songs are placed back to back
and played in full until all pictures are displayed for entire video, not segmented.
Other options:
** Slides can be included for an additional 50 cents above the price of each photo
** Camera pans or zooms on the pictures to add movement: $5
** Each additional opening segment title or superimposed over a picture: $5

Deluxe Package - A creatively edited package, which includes:
* Special effects for transitions
* Camera pans or zooms on the pictures to add movement (as needed)
* Segments with opening titles (over five segments add $5 for each extra title)
Note: Title pages longer than 3 lines, add $1 per line
* Five songs (bring your own or select from our list) for each segment (over five segments add $6 per song)
* Editing Music to fit each section. Songs are faded out as segment ends.
* Custom designed cover and label.
$3.50 per picture 1-100 pictures

$2.75 next 200 pictures

$2.25 rest of pictures

Please note: There is an extra editing fee when the music has to be begin and end at a certain point of the song

Slides can be included for an additional 50 cents above the price of each photo.
Video can be added at additional cost, ask editor for an estimate.
Customer Acceptance:
I agree to the charges stated in this form and that this videotape is only for private use, not for resale or for
income purposes. In the event of legal action due to copyright infringement, I will accept full responsibility
and hold Sound Memories/American Video Services harmless. I further understand that the photographs are
digitized and stored on computer disk for a period of five days after pick up of my videotape. Any changes
made after five days will be charged to me.
________
Client

date
EDITOR NOTES

DVD number _______ Name of editor _______________________ Number of photos ________________
Number of songs ____________ Number of titles _____________ Picture to be used for cover (please
supply the photo to Graphics dept) _____________Other information _______________________________
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